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Introduction 01/14 
Explicitly Western Modern Political Philosophy  
Approaches to Reading These Texts  

● Appropriationist – Ahistorical approach to assessing arguments 
● Contextualist – Study for its own sake, intrinsic value of text/history  

1. What makes the state legitimate?  
● State has enormous power over us/ totalitarian? Hobbes: “awesome powers”  
● What gives the state this claim over me and my person?  
● Social Contract: consent of the ruled gives the state its authority  
“Volanti non fit injura” 
● Cf. utilitarianism  

2. What makes a society just?  
 
Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) 01/19 
Historical context:  

● Hobbes lived during time of British civil war/ time of strife and anarchy because people 
defied authority of the king.  

● King Charles I – fled to France – replace by Parliamentarians  
● “He and fear were born twins”  

The Leviathan (1651):  
● A defense of absolute and undivided sovereignty – defense of the monarch and absolute 

monarchy (divine right of kings)  
● Giving a social contract argument to defend an old idea, making this a modern argument.  
● Arguing from the point of view of the individual (individualist argument – what acceptable to 

the rational individual). Not addressing what might be acceptable to society as a whole.  
● Secular argument – arguing for the King’s authority not through religious premises.  
● Science of politics – theory of the state based on observation and facts you can verify.  
● Preferable to live under a monarch and absolute sovereignty than to be in a state of nature 

with one another – only alternative to chaos.  
● Greatest masterpiece of British political philosophy.  
 

Basic Questions 
● 1. What is our natural condition? What is the state of nature?  

o No government, no laws, no human authority – perpetual state of war of all against 
all.  

o “Solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short”  
o Justice has no place – stateless.  
o People have the right to all things (including the body of another person) – everything 

goes.  
● 2. What is our psychological nature?  

o We are ultimately simply very complex machines. We can understand human 
psychology simply through the laws of physics. No human spirit or soul (unlike geist 
for Hegel)  

o Psychological determinism in his theory (impossible for us not to be fearful of certain 
things, and not to be drawn to certain things)  

▪ Impossible for any one of us to give up our life. We want to ensure our 
preservation – we are hardwired for the survival of our own being.  



▪ Derived from his materialist view of the human being  
o Chap. 11:  

▪ General inclination of all mankind – perpetual and restless desire for power 
after power that ends only in death.  

▪ Ceaseless psychological drive (We are deeply competitive – we have the 
drive to improve our situation)  

▪ Psychological Egoism: Idea that human motivation is self-interested.  
▫ Powerful theory at first glance, but many questions are left 

unanswered.  
▫ Is egoism necessarily the motivation of our actions if gratification is 

a consequence?  
▫ Fear of premature death is driving force!  

● 3. What is our external circumstance? 
o State of nature  

▪ Equality (not a moral notion, we have equal physical and intellectual powers) 
→ competition (modest scarcity) → distrust  

▪ No justice/morality  
▪ Right to anything (even the use of another person) if necessary for survival 

Amoral notion of right  
o Always acquiring more and more because there is no guarantee that you will have a 

means to survival without continually acquiring resources  
▪ Associations → chaos  

▫ Solution: one overarching group in control  
▫ Without government, there is war → Realism  

● Ex. No world government so there is war between countries 
● Rational self-interest + external circumstances → life is nasty, brutish, and short  

o We prefer peace to war but was is a last resort o Solution: social contract  
o Laws of Nature:  

▪ Do what you can to seek peace  
▪ What are the mean of seeking peace? → renounce our right to all things (put 

limits on your behavior provided that others do the same)  
▪ Honor this (?)  

o Obligations → justice  
▪ Morality set by oneself, not by God 

 
01/26 

● Laws of Nature:  
o 1. Always seek peace 
o 2. Agree to lay down your claim to all things, provided others are willing to do the 

same  
o 3. Honor the agreement of one another, live up to your promises  

▪ expectation – mutual obligation → moral obligation  
▫ → derive ideas of justice and injustice  

● Relationship between justice and self-interest  
o According to Hobbes, rational to be just (But, is it rational to be just when it is 

contrary to self-interest?) 
o The fool’s challenge (used to introduce powerful objection)  

▪ What if I’m not found out?  



▪ It is rational to obey agreements and justice is rational but sometimes it is 
rational to defect. Based on luck!  

▪ You may benefit, but don’t say it’s a rational choice.  
→ Never rational for anyone to break the contract when there is 

assurance that there’s compliance.  
● Is it rational to cooperate in the absence of assurance of compliance by others? Assurance 

Problem 
o Agreements are simply words – not binding until there is a third party enforcer 

(terrible/awesome power that ensures compliance)  
o Who will make the first move in the state of nature? Rational for me to follow 

through, but why should anyone make the first move – irrational without the 
assurance of compliance.  

● Prisoner’s Dilemma  
o 2 criminals – rational to cooperate because they get the reduced sentenced  

 
01/28 
Why is the sovereign necessary? 

● Possibility of self-enforcement if the game is self-perpetuating (knowing you’re in it for the 
long haul) because if the game is repeated, it induces rationalization  

→ but not actually a game that repeats  
● Transfer of powers to an third party to ensure mutual compliance.  

o Authorized by us, given “enormous power” – enough to instill fear in people.  
▪ De facto vs. de jure authority  
 

Function of the state:  
● Maintaining peace and order. Absolute and indivisible power:  

o no division of powers, because then you make the sovereign ineffectual. Not subject 
to our recall, and ALL must submit to the sovereign’s dictate.  

o Cannot commit any injustice against his or her subjects  
o Cannot violate the sovereign’s authority either – also an injustice in the eyes of the 

state, committing an injustice against my fellow citizens. 
● Monarchy as best form of government?  

o Most efficient form of governance. Democracy = we’re all sovereign.  
o No moral right to revolution in Hobbes’ state.  

▪ No moralizing government.  
o Limit to the king’s authority – only to the extent that he is able to keep the peace. If 

unable to maintain peace, then he loose authority and legitimacy.  
▪ Obligation to the sovereign as long as he’s able to protect you.  

 
John Locke (1632-1704) 02/02 

● Empiricist philosopher  
● Two Treatise of Government (1690)  

o 1st treatise: criticism of the divine right of kings  
o 2nd: uses contract theory to defend limited government  

1. Are there moral rights in Nature?  
● Moral rights & constraints we have in nature, prior to any contract – “natural rights”  

o Right to life (bodily integrity) 
▪ Inalienable – you cannot give it up/kill yourself  



▪ Theological argument!  
o Liberty (freedom – right not to be enslaved/ subordinated) 
o Property (right to ownership)  

▪ State of liberty, but not license!  
● We are rational and reasonable beings  

o Self-interested pursuit, but reasonable in the way we will pursue them → Sense of 
morality  

2. What is the purpose of the state if there are natural rights?  
● Rights are not secure in the state of nature. There will be violators!  
● State must protect and further the rights we already have.  

o Any state that fails to protect natural rights/violates rights is illegitimate.  
 
Introduction of money – beginning of wealth accumulation – and difference of wealth between parties 
(inequality) → requires some sort of consent/agreement amongst people  
 
02/09 
1. Why quit the state of Nature? What is the purpose of the state?  

● If we already have moral laws, “written in the hearts of man”, we have personal pursuits, be 
there are limits to how we can treat other people.  

● No guarantee that people comply with moral requirements – self interest. What happens if 
people start violating each others, then it may quickly escalate into a state of war.  

● Protecting, guaranteeing, and furthering your rights  
→ Government preserves and defends these freedoms because there will be some (in the state of 

nature - thief) who disobey or ignore natural law instead of using reason, give in to/ or use 
arbitrary power/ force.  

● Right of punishment: You are the judge, jury and executioner in the state of Nature. 
Problems:  

o Partiality – your judgment is likely to be skewed  
o Danger of extreme response  
o Ineffective execution  

2. What is the basis of the state’s authority?  
● State becomes the impartial judge, jury, and executioner  

o Becomes the sole entity that has legitimate claims to using violence.  
● Social contract – agreement/ consent to create civil society. Needs to unanimous. No one is 

naturally subordinated, so no one must join the commonwealth if they are not in agreement – 
remain in state of nature.  

● Majority rule enough for legislative purposes (once civil society is formed, you must agree to 
the majority rule of law)  

● How is consent possible?  
o 1. Explicit consent – express it, sign a contract, state an oath 

▪ Necessary to make you a member of society  
▪ Can be actual (taking an oath) or hypothetical (you would) – unclear which 

Locke requires  
o 2. Tacit consent – implied consent through other actions  

▪ Sufficient to give you the duty to obey the law.  
▪ If you voluntarily accept the benefits from the arrangement, then you have 

tacitly consented. If you do not exert your right of exit.  
▪ Do people really have the ability to leave?  



▪ Consent under duress is not binding – cannot be coerced  
● Why not absolutism?  

o We want the state to further and protect our rights – absolute sovereign defeats that 
purpose. Hobbesian sovereign who can act at his discretion is too trusted.  

o Inalienable right to life – and liberty, cannot contract yourself into slavery → cannot 
give up these rights. Not in your power to give that right to a sovereign, outside your 
moral authority. Becomes impermissible for you to agree to live under a Hobbesian 
sovereign because you would be renouncing rights that you do not have the right to 
give up. (You cannot give away that which is not yours)  

o Just irrational !  
● Executive, legislative, federative – but ultimately the people is sovereign/ people can recall 

their government. 
o Power of discretion to act for the public good – discretionary power to be used wisely  

● Right to revolution – end of stable governance?  
o Only rebel when abuses of power are terrible – doesn’t promote easy rebellion. On 

the contrary, people like the status quo.  
o Appeal to natural law in order to justify your rebellion, you’re making an appeal to 

God. 
Locke – Libertarian ?  

● Libertarianism: Minimalistic view of state purpose; main purpose is to protect ownership 
rights/property rights  

● Chap. 5 – discusses property right in a politically narrow sense. “By property in this context, 
understand property over our lives, bodies, etc. ” – broader definition of property, not 
confined to material objects  

o Cf. paragraphs 87, 123, 173  
● Better classified as a classical liberal?  

 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-17778) 02/18 
“Discourse on the Sciences and the Arts” (1750) 
“Discourse on the Origins of Inequality” (1754) 

● Outlook rather pessimistic/ account of our social condition  
● Social contract makes “legitimate” inequality  
● Diagnosis of a problem that the social contract is the solution to  

The Social Contract (1762)  
1. Is the Human Nature Good or Bad?  

● We do not come into the world fully morally developed (like Locke) with the moral law 
written in our hearts, neither are we vicious (like Hobbes)  

● Our nature perfectible – it is not fully formed or fixed, shaped by social influences and our 
relationship with people within society.  

● We live solitary lives, there is no competition of the Hobbesian type.  
o No developed sense of morality: We are rather innocent, morally speaking. There is 

no virtue or viciousness. We are like children – know not good from bad.  
● Use of language and interaction with the other begins to generalize trends of rights & needs – 

our sense of entitlement arises.  
● Primary concerns centered around self-preservation/ subsistence needs.  

o Amour de soi – main interest: self-preservation  
o Amour propre – want to act justly. We develop into morally more complex beings, 

but it can go awry.  


